ABOUT US. . .

The CBD Group is a unique collection of financial experts,
successful marketers and knowledgeable scientists. No other CBD
business in the world can match our skill set when it comes to the
creation and growth of brands and the production of high-quality
CBD products.
We aren’t a vape or e-liquid business looking to ‘cash in’ on the rise
in popularity of cannabis-derived products; we are a purpose-built
company specialising solely in the cannabis industry, with
unparalleled knowledge ranging all the way from raw material
sourcing and manufacturing to brand design and digital
marketing.

WHY CHOOSE US . . .
No other collective in the world of cannabinoids brings together experts in manufacturing,
biological sciences, chemistry, finance and marketing all into one polished team.

The CBD Group works with
some of the biggest and fastest
growing brands in the UK
We create new, unique CBD
products for clients existing lines, handle their manufacturing
and even build their digital footprint with eye catching,
responsive websites which are fully ready to receive orders and
payments from across the world. Even better, we have some of
the lowest minimum order quantities in the industry. We know
it can be tough to get started in the world of CBD and we can
cater to fledgling CBD brands as well as global players.

Our development processes
are unique, powerful and
stem from our founder’s
experience in active
laboratories.

Attention to detail, repetition and obsessive testing is why our products are superior.
We don’t bulk buy pre-mixes from abroad – we make everything in-house under watchful, experienced eyes.
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to allow us to scale your brand globally with ease.

. . .WHY WE STARTED
Our story began with us as a fledgling CBD brand with minimal investment. We
found it incredibly hard to find a reliable manufacturer that would deal with smaller orders and support us as we grew.
We had huge ambition but kept getting knocked back whether that was rejection
by payment processors like PayPal, or major high street banks refusing to hold our
money. Don’t even get us started on insurance!
After a year of hard work and investment raising, we had everything in place and
had established key relationships in every relevant sector. While we continued to
push our flagship brand into high street retailers, we decided to take the lessons
we had learnt and establish ourselves as the UK’s first dedicated cannabis-derivative product manufacturer. We know the pain points of starting a CBD business
first-hand.
Now, we cater to both fledgling brands like we used to be and global players looking for solid and reliable product manufacture. No matter where on the scale you
fall, we can help.
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1.

CLIENT VISION
Our scientific Director & Marketing
Director will listen closely to your
vision, helping to fill in any gaps in
recipe or brand visual creation.
Whether you have a broad
concept you want to refine or
know exactly what products you
want made, we can help with
ideas as much or as little as you
need at this stage.

2.

R&D
Our R&D processes are efficient,
smart and critical as to why our
products are superior in the global
cannabis -derivative market. Our
development teams are world
renowned for creating entirely
unique products for our clients so
if you want to avoid the white label
route and establish products that
only you are known for, this is
where the magic happens

Once R&D is complete, samples
have
been
generated
and
approved, we run production tests
to make sure our facilities can
handle any order size you need; for
smaller brands looking to venture
into the CBD market, we offer
some of the lowest manufacturing
MOQs in the world, so we can help
businesses of any size get started.

4.
SCALE & LAUNCH
Following successful production
tests our facility (and staff) can
now
create
your
approved
products with market-beating
lead times

OUR CORE VALUES
Talk is cheap and many companies claim to have core values which they don’t
really follow... We’re different! We are a company led by scientists; people who
train for decades to be precise, transparent and analytical.

Our core values stem from that approach...

QUALITY

A focus on unparalleled quality is at the heart of what we do.
Every prodyct we create is designed using the best raw ingredients from our own Californian Farms.

KNOWLEDGE

DEVELOPMENT

The CBD group was established by a group of biologists, chemists, financial experts and marketers, no
other CBD manufacturer offers all of this in one place.

Our development processes are unique,
powerful and unrivalled. Allowing us to keep our
clients at the forefront of what is possible.

WHITE LABEL CBD
Premium off-the-shelf products
designed by our experts.
We create a wide range of premium CBD products
including tinctures, cosmetics and so much more
which you can claim as your own. If you are looking to
launch a CBD brand quickly or looking to add
exciting new products to your existing line, our
off-the-shelf items are the ideal solution offering
unique, superior quality products. With low
minimum order quantities and unbeatable lead
times we are the perfect White label partner.
Our in house design team can help you with labelling
and packaging to ensure these products sit perfectly
within your brand or help you create the brand of
your dreams.

PRIVATE LABEL CBD
Own-label CBD products for new and
exciting brands wanting an edge on
the competition or existing brands
looking to take their CBD offering to
the next level.
When you partner with The CBD Group via our
Private Label Partnership, you gain access to our
propriety production processes, industry leading
expertise, scientific knowledge and unbeatable
customer service.
Our Private Label Partnership is ideal for existing
brands and companies looking to create their
own-label CBD products. The CBD Group can help
you profit from a rapidly growing, high value
industry while creating real impact with your
consumer through your own private label product
line.

CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING

Whether you have a pre existing product which you need manufacturing at a large or small scale, or if you need a completely bespoke product creating.

If you can imagine it, we can make it!
Our contract manufacturing arm is ideal for businesses looking to
outsource their production to a dedicated UK CBD- specific facility.
We can create a variety of products to your exact specifications
from tinctures and oils to balms, lotions and everything inbetween. Or we can scale up production of your current line to
meet your demand. Our factory consists of both manual and
automated lines meaning we can handle any quantity quickly with
ease and at an affordable price.
All our clients work closely with our scientists, designers and
production managers to ensure your production needs are met.
With The CBD Group you are in the safest hands!

COMPLIANCE, PAYMENT
PROCESSING & BANKING
One of the most difficult challenges for brands in the cannabis sector is finding reliable
payment processors for sales.

The likes of PayPal and Stripe will
either reject CBD applications or
shut down accounts without warning that have slipped under their
radar. It’s simply not worth the risk
of trying to use these platforms.
Thankfully, there are other options, but it can be hard to find safe, secure and reasonably priced payment providers in a sea
of expensive, unsecure offerings. We work closely with some of the world’s leading cannabis industry payment providers
and can fast track your application with full support from our team.
We’ve launched a successful UK brand which has taught
us a number of valuable lessons regarding compliance
in the Cannabis Industry. We’ve paid the price and learnt
the hard way so can help you avoid obvious and
not-so-obvious pitfalls, including the correct legal ways
to advertise CBD products within MHRA guidelines.
We ensure your brand excels in a confusing and competitive marketplace.

We also provide access to
major high street banks like
Lloyds when your products
are produced with us.

DESIGN
BRANDING
MARKETING

Marketing in the Cannabis Industry can be a bit of a minefield and while
regulations are relaxing, major routes to your potential audience such as
Facebook and Google are still very strict on their CBD advertising policies.
Not to worry! Our team have spent a long-time using trial and error tactics to work
out what does and does not work when it comes to digital marketing in the CBD
space. We know how to market effectively while still remaining within guidelines
– the so called, sweet spot. We also have strong links with some of Europe’s largest
and most successful PR agencies who can use their clout to get your brand in the
limelight.
The CBD Group owns a successful design and marketing agency, Black Bear
Digital, which focusses exclusively on the cannabis space, creating beautiful
websites, graphics and branding for a range of businesses in the CBD arena.
This means we can help you all the way from brand conception to final product
creation!
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Exquisite
product
quality
is the corner
-stone to success. We
develop products of unmatched
quality with the help of our
science and development
teams. This helps
you stand out in a sea of
We’re in this for long haul.
sub-par CBD products
The better you perform, the
on the market.
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more we gain and relationships
where both parties succeed
is key to a long term,
happy
relationship.
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Our award-winning
designers, experienced
scientists, marketers and
financial experts all join
forces to take
your brand
to the next level.

LONG TERM

All your CBD needs under one roof.

www.the-cbd-group.com

